A new spectrum management architecture for a flexible software defined radio (SDR) is proposed. In this architecture, the SDR hardware and software are certified separately so as not to destroy the SDR flexibility, but to ensure that any combinations of hardware and software are compliant to the radio regulations even at the system (vertical) handover, global (horizontal) handover, and upgrade (forward) or downgrade (backward) handover. This architecture is based on automatic calibration & certification unit (ACU), built-in GPS receiver, and radio security module (RSM). The ACU is a hardware embedded RF manager that dynamically controls the output power spectrum to be compliant to the local radio regulation parameters. This local radio regulation parameters are securely downloaded to the hardware as an electronic label of the SDR software and stored in the RSM which is a security manager of the hardware. The GPS position check is used, especially during roaming, to keep the compliancy of the terminal to each local radio regulations managed by the geographical region. The principle parties involved in this architecture are telecommunication certification body (TCB), SDR hardware maker (HW maker), SDR software maker (SW maker), and SDR user. The roles and relationships of these four parties in the proposed architecture are clarified in this paper.
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### 1. Introduction

Traditionally radio spectrum is managed in frequency and space. But there is still one more dimension available, that is time. If the radio terminal can dynamically control its spectrum, a more efficient and flexible radio environment can be achieved. Such a policy is recently suggested in [1]. The key enabling technology is the software defined radio (SDR) [2]–[4].

The SDR can change its radio parameters, such as frequency, power, and modulation types, by downloading and installing a new SDR software in the field. This field upgradability enables system (vertical) handover, global (horizontal) handover, and upgrade (forward) or downgrade (backward) handover of the SDR terminal.

Together with this attractiveness, new security issues are also conceived. How to protect the radio spectrum from the misuse or abuse of SDR flexibility?

The US Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has recognized the importance of this security issue and reported an initial policy on the SDR [5]. According to this report, the radio spectrum is protected by proving the compliancy of the combination of SDR hardware and software to the local radio regulations in each telecommunication certification body (TCB) before this combination is brought to the market. And in the field the SDR hardware prevents unauthorized software to be installed by using the electronic label that contains the information about those approved combinations. This method is appropriate for the introductory period of the SDR, since it is a simple extension of the present approval test procedure. But in the mature period of SDR, it is not reasonable since exhaustive combinations of hardware and software must be tested. This problem is more serious if global roaming is considered. Moreover such a mechanism degrades the SDR flexibility since third party software maker cannot release their new software until they have negotiated with each hardware maker in the world. Therefore, a new spectrum management architecture, in which the hardware and software are certified separately as suggested in [6], is required. This is the principle motivation of this research.

First of all, it is better to clarify what are the threats, especially if the hardware and software are separately certified. There are two kinds of spectrum security threats. One is the threat during operation of the software, and the other is the threat at installation of the software.

During operation, there are three types of security threats.

- Non ideal RF threat
- Threat due to roaming

Since the radio spectrum is managed differently in dif-
different geographical regions, e.g. each country manages the radio regulations in different manner, there is a problem if the terminal roams from one country to the other with the same SDR software.

- bugs and Trojan horses in the software

As we can see in the PC environment, it is impossible to detect such problems even with a tremendous number of tests.

At the installation of the software, there are two security threats related to spectrum management.

- compatibility threat on hardware & software sets

Without checking the compatibility of the hardware and software during installations, problems may occur.

- illegal software and hardware

To prevent these, the hardware and software have to do mutual verification since these two are separately certified in the TCB.

To mitigate these threats, a new SDR hardware architecture and a new spectrum management architecture are proposed in this paper. The proposed hardware architecture has automatic calibration & certification unit (ACU) [7], built-in GPS receiver, and radio security module (RSM) [8]. The ACU is a hardware embedded module that dynamically controls the output spectrum to be compliant to the radio regulation parameters. Therefore this is the best measure against the non ideal RF threat and bugs and Trojan horses of softwares. The built-in GPS receiver is used for the terminal location check that mitigates the threat due to roaming. Finally the RSM manages the whole life-cycle of the software, that includes downloading, installation, operation, and termination. In the downloading, the RSM manages the mutual verification process to prevent illegal softwares and also illegal hardwares. The compatibility check is performed in the installation process. In the operation process, the RSM manages the compliancy to the radio regulations by handling the ACU and GPS. In the case of an incident the RSM terminates the software, and instructs the SDR user to download another software. In the new spectrum management architecture, the radio regulation parameters and its geographical region are inserted to the electronic label of the SDR software. And these are securely downloaded to the SDR hardware with the digital signature signed by the TCB. After verification of the digital signature, these two parameters are used in the ACU and RSM respectively. Since the ACU has an ability to check the output spectrum, the principle task of the TCB is to check the functionality of the ACU as a hardware certification test and to insert the radio regulation parameters to the electronic label of the software as a certification. There is no need to test the combinations of the hardware and software as in [5]. Thus the separate certification procedure can be realized. The involved parties in this architecture are not only the TCB but also the SDR hardware maker (HW maker), SDR SW maker (SW maker), and SDR user. The roles and relationships of these parties are clarified.

Some of the security issues and threats are discussed in the SDR Forum [9]–[12] and some other projects [13]–[18]. Among them an idea partly similar with the ACU was proposed in [17]. Our work can be considered as an extension of this work, since the overall spectrum management architecture is considered in this paper.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 proposes the new SDR hardware architecture including the ACU, GPS, and RSM. In Sect. 3, the new spectrum management architecture is described, including the roles and relationships of the four involved parties and the separate certification procedures. Some discussions on security strength and implementation issues follow in Sect. 4. Finally the concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.

List of acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACU</td>
<td>automatic calibration &amp; certification unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSM</td>
<td>radio security module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCB</td>
<td>telecommunication certification body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP</td>
<td>software package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PkTCB</td>
<td>public-key of the TCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PkHW</td>
<td>public-key of the hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkHW</td>
<td>secret-key of the hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IdHW</td>
<td>hardware ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSI[x]</td>
<td>digital signature x signed by TCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E[x]</td>
<td>encryption of x by the key y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E−1[x]</td>
<td>decryption of x by the key y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V[x]</td>
<td>DS verification of x by the key y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>secure socket layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSP</td>
<td>wireless service provider</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Proposed SDR Hardware Architecture

The general architecture of the proposed SDR hardware is depicted in Fig. 1. First of all, it is better to identify the reconfigurable and unreconfigurable modules in the SDR architecture. The programmable upper layer and the programmable physical layer are in the reconfigurable part, where any SDR software can be installed. Since the upper layer, including application program, network protocol, etc., is not directly related to the output spectrum, we will emphasis on the physical layer. The analog RF module is partly reconfigurable by the control signal from the physical layer. The ACU is an unreconfigurable module, and located between the programmable physical layer and RF modules. All the data signals and control signals going to
the RF module from the physical layer are under the management of the ACU. In this sense, the ACU can be called as RF manager. The proposed SDR hardware has a built-in GPS receiver, which is also in the unconfigurable part, for the geographical management of the terminal. The RSM is also in the unconfigurable part, and manages all the security components in the SDR.

The relationship of these three modules, ACU, GPS, and RSM, is illustrated in Fig. 2. The software of physical layer is under the management of the ACU. The principle function of the ACU is runtime spectrum check of the output signal, and judges whether it satisfies the local radio regulation parameters given by the TCB through the electronic label of the software. This ACU is under the control of the RSM. As one of the functions of the RSM, it manages the location of the terminal by using the GPS position check to judges whether it satisfies the geographical region of the local radio regulations also given by the TCB through the electronic label of the software. By using these functions, the proposed hardware architecture can ensure the spectrum security of the terminal.

2.1 Automatic Calibration & Certification Unit

The ACU is a core module for the proposed spectrum management architecture. The ACU has two important functions. The first one is called adaptive RF function and the other one is called secure RF function.

The block diagram for the adaptive RF function is shown in Fig. 3. The ACU adaptively controls the RF components or predistort the input signals in accordance with the control signals from the SDR software. A part of the RF output signal is feedbacked to analyze the condition of the RF module at the required frequency, power, and modulation type. In this sense it can be understood as automatic calibration of the hardware. The detailed architecture and algorithm of the adaptive RF function is discussed in the companion paper [19]. By using this mechanism, we can tune up the SDR hardware with respect to the specific SDR software, and resulting in the maximization of the power efficiency. Such a module is worth implementing even with an additional cost.

The second function of the ACU, namely the secure RF function, is directly related to the proposed spectrum management architecture. As shown in Fig. 4, the output power spectrum is monitored in the feedback analyzer, and checked the compliancy of the spectrum to the local regulations, which are stored in the RSM. In this sense, it can be understood as an automatic certification. The regulation parameters stored in the RSM are:

- center frequency
- signal bandwidth
- signal power
- adjacent channel power ratio

and test conditions. Since these parameters are dependent on the SDR software, it is reasonable to download them with the software itself. Such a mechanism is introduced in the proposed spectrum management ar-
architecture. The adaptive RF function collaborates with this secure RF function to control the RF components or predistort the input signals until the output signal satisfies the regulations. If the output signal does not satisfy the requirements as the result of adaptation, the ACU terminates the SDR software and alarm it to the SDR user through the RSM security management function.

2.2 Radio Security Module

As shown in Fig. 5, the RSM manages the security issues related to whole life-cycle of the software. It includes downloading, installation, storage, operation, and termination of the software. To perform these functions the RSM contains

- security components;
  - secrecy management, key & certification management, information integrity management, configuration management, and spectrum management
- public-keys of all TCBs (192 countries)
- hardware public-key (PkHW) and secret-key (SkHW).

These are given by the hardware maker. And also the RSM contains

- unique hardware identity (IdHW)
- hardware digital signature (DS_{TCB}[IdHW, PkHW]).

These two are inserted to the RSM by the TCB as the certificate of the test. Finally it also contains

- current software’s radio regulation parameters
- current software’s geographical region.

These two are supplied from the electronic label of the software. Among them, only PkHW, IdHW, and DS_{TCB}[IdHW, PkHW] can be accessed by the user to download a software. Security components and public-keys of TCBs can only be updated by the HW makers.

At the downloading of the software, the RSM instructs the secure download process and mutual verification of the hardware and software by using the hardware public-key, hardware digital signature and downloaded software digital signature. A more detailed description of this process is given in Sect. 3.3. In the installation process, the RSM checks the compatibility of the software to the hardware by comparing the hardware capability parameters given by the TCB and hardware requirement parameters of the software. If the software is not compatible to the hardware, the RSM terminate the installation process. Such a function is called configuration management, and some discussions are provided in Sect. 4.3. Detailed discussions are also given in [18]. After the successful installation, the software is stored in the internal memory of the RSM, and it can only be accessed by the RSM to make sure the information integrity. If the user instructs the execution, or the system is in the handover process, the stage moves to the operation. In the operation the RSM handles the ACU and GPS for runtime spectrum check and position check respectively to keep the compliancy of the terminal to the local radio regulations. If the ACU or GPS detects some problem, the RSM automatically terminates the software and informs the user to download another software. Thus the SDR terminal can be protected from the threats discussed in Sect. 1.

3. Spectrum Management Architecture

A new spectrum management architecture, in which the hardware and software are separately certified, is proposed in this section. Firstly, the roles and relationships of involved four parties, TCB, HW maker, SW maker, and SDR user are clarified. And then the roles of TCB and SW maker are discussed in detail. The role of HW maker is omitted here, since it is to integrate the ACU, GPS, and RSM in the hardware as described in the previous sections.

3.1 Roles and Relationships of Involved Four Parties

The roles and relationships of involved four parties are illustrated in Fig. 6. The SDR hardware and SDR software are certified separately in the TCB according to the request from each maker. Then HW maker sells the certified terminal to the SDR user. The SDR user requests download of a new SDR software from the SW maker. The SW maker verifies the source of the hardware based on the digital signature attached in the hardware, and provides the secure download where only the requested hardware can decrypt the software. This is a reasonable relationship between four parties since there is no direct path from the SDR user to the TCB.
and from the SW maker to the HW maker. It reduces
the burden in the TCB and enhances the flexibility
of the architecture.

The additional roles of HW maker is to construct
a reliable ACU and RSM. And that of SW maker is to
verify the source of hardware and provide the secure
download process to protect the abuse of the certified
software. The roles of TCB are to test the reliability
of the ACU and RSM, attaching the radio regulation
parameters to the electronic label of the software, and
also attaching the digital signature both to the hard-
ware and software. This mechanism ensures the com-
pliance of any combinations of hardware and software
to the local radio regulations, since it can prevent the
threats both at the installation and operation of the
software.

The responsibilities of four parties are also clear.
The responsibility of the HW maker is to protect the
SDR hardware from illegal spectrum emission, e.g. due
to the uncertified softwares or software bugs, by us-
ing ACU and RSM. And that of SW maker is to pro-
tect the SDR software from the illegal distribution or
equivalently to be run on uncertified hardwares. The
responsibility of the TCB is to protect the certification
system from rogues. Since the responsibilities of the
HW maker and SW maker are in good balance, this
security architecture should work well.

3.2 SDR Certification Procedure

Since the proposed hardware architecture has an abil-
ity of runtime regulation check, the principle test in
the TCB is to check the functionality of the ACU and
RSM. On the other hand, the TCB inserts the radio
regulations, which the software should obey, into the
electronic label of the software and these parameters
are used in the ACU and RSM during operation of the
software. These mechanisms ensure the separate certi-
fication system. Finally the TCB attaches the digital
signatures as the certificiates to the hardware and soft-
ware individually.

3.2.1 Hardware Certification Procedure

Firstly the conventional test parameters that cannot
be checked in the ACU should be tested. These are
hardware specific parameters and are not related to the
SDR software. These test parameters are

- frequency accuracy
- spurious emission
- collateral emission of receiver.

The following functionalities of ACU should be tested
with the SDR software emulator and spectrum ana-
lyzer.

- ACU feedback chain accuracy
- ACU runtime regulation check test

These are most important test by the TCB in the pro-
posed spectrum management architecture. The follow-
ing functionalities of RSM should also be tested.

- RSM software download & installation test
- RSM operation test (with ACU and GPS)

If all above tests are passed, the following elec-
tronic labels are inserted into the RSM.

- hardware capability parameters (allowable fre-
quency and power range where the ACU passed
the test)
- unique hardware ID (IdHW)

The hardware capability parameters are used by the
RSM to reject incompatible softwares. Finally the cer-
tification test procedure is completed by attaching the
digital signature signed by the TCB as described below.

- DS_{tcu}[IdHW, PkHW]

This digital signature is used for the verification of
hardware by the SW maker as described in Sect. 3.3.

3.2.2 Software Certification Procedure

Firstly, the applied SDR software is tested with the
hardware emulator in the TCB. The test parameters
are same with the ordinal certification test.

- SDR software operation test

Of course it is impossible to check all the viruses or
bugs in the software by this test. Therefore we intro-
duced the ACU for runtime regulation check. Thus the
above mentioned software test is not so important, and
is considered as the coarse filter to check for obvious
viruses or bugs in the software.

The principle task of the software certification pro-
procedure is electronic labeling and attaching digital signature. There are two types of labels for each software, namely SW maker label and TCB label as in Fig. 7. The SW maker label contains

- SW maker ID and hardware requirement parameters.

TCB label contains

- software ID, TCB ID, radio regulation parameters, and geographical region of the regulation.

The radio regulation parameters and its geographical region are used for runtime regulation check in the ACU and RSM as described in Sect. 2. TCB ID, software ID, and SW maker ID are used to trace the responsibility in the case of serious security problems. Finally the hardware requirement parameters, which are radio operation parameters of the software, are for the compatibility check performed in the RSM.

The software and SW maker label are submitted by the SW maker to the TCB that manages the geographical region where this software is to be operated. If the software passes the TCB’s test, the TCB creates the TCB label for the software. Combination of the TCB label, SW maker label and software is here after called as software package (SWP). A digital signature of the SWP is then created by the TCB as

- \( DS_{TCB}[SWP] \).

It is used for the verification of the software in the hardware. With this, software certification process by the TCB is completed.

### 3.3 Mutual Verification & Secure Software Download

To prevent illegal hardwares or softwares, the mutual verification of the hardware and software is performed between the SDR hardware and SW maker. There are three types of illegal softwares, that are certified but tampered software, uncertified virus software, and certified software but distributed by illegal syndicates. The first two can be refused by the verification of the digital signature given by the TCB. To prevent illegal distribution of the certified software, the secure download process is introduced.

The diagram of these sequences is illustrated in Fig. 8. The download process is triggered by the RSM in the SDR hardware by submitting the request of download with the PkHW, IdHW, and \( DS_{TCB}[PkHW, IdHW] \) to the SW maker. The SW maker checks \( DS_{TCB}[PkHW, IdHW] \) by using PkTCB to verify the source of hardware. The IdHW is used in the SW maker to trace the software in the market. After the successful verification, the SW maker prepares the secure download process by encrypting the SWP and \( DS_{TCB}[SWP] \) by the submitted PkHW. To speed up the encryption process, an approach similar to SSL is used. Instead of encrypting the SWP by the public-key, a symmetric-key is used. This symmetric-key is then encrypted by the public-key (PkHW). Only the target hardware can decrypt it, since this is the terminal which has the corresponding secret-key (SkHW). Upon successful decryption, the RSM checks \( DS_{TCB}[SWP] \) by using the stored PkTCB in the RSM to verify the source of software. With this, the mutual verification and secure download are completed.

### 4. Discussions

#### 4.1 Case Studies

Typical cases related to the spectrum security issues were investigated as shown in Fig. 9.

- A certified hardware will run any certified softwares whilst the ACU and RSM keep the compliance of the terminal to the local radio regulations by the runtime spectrum check and GPS position check. By this mechanism, the SDR terminal can be protected from all threats during the operation of the software.

- A certified hardware does not run any uncertified software because the RSM verifies the digital signature of the SWP.

- Uncertified hardwares cannot download any SWP.
because it does not have a valid hardware digital signature. Even if the hardware digital signature is copied, the uncertified hardware cannot decrypt the encrypted SWP because it does not have the corresponding hardware secret-key.

- Uncertified hardwares will run uncertified softwares. In this case, it is left for the law enforcement team to eradicate these illegal terminals.

4.2 Visibility and Reliability of GPS Signal

The function of GPS position check in the RSM depends on the visibility and reliability of the GPS signal. For future work, some implementation issues need to be addressed in order to solve the problem of visibility and enhance the reliability of this function. For example, in the case where the GPS signal is unavailable, the last record can be used to predict the present location within a short time period.

4.3 Wireless Service Provider

Since the SDR hardware has hardware capability parameters and SDR software has hardware requirement parameters, a new type of service agency, it is called wireless service provider (WSP) in this paper, will be available in the future wireless market. The SDR user registers the type of hardware in the WSP database. And then the WSP searches the best fit SDR software according to the hardware capability parameters and the requirements from SDR user. Such a kind of business model will enhance the flexibility of the proposed spectrum management architecture.

4.4 Preliminary Implementation

The ACU and RSM were implemented on prototype hardware to emulate a SDR terminal. The ACU was implemented on a 1M gates FPGA board. It took about 300 k gates to implement adaptive RF and secure RF functions of the ACU. A normal PC was used as a platform to host the RSM. The RSM was implemented by using Java2 SE. The RSM was a Java program at administrator privilege. A system service was triggered by the user to perform software download and installation process by the RSM. All TCB public-keys and security components were stored under administrator privilege. The RSM java class file size was about 300 kbytes and executing memory size was less than 7 Mbytes.

As a result, we could confirm the capability of the proposed SDR architecture on the present off-the-shelf hardware devices.

5. Concluding Remarks

Traditional radio equipment certification procedure is not adequate for the SDR since the radio parameters can be changed dynamically by downloading the software in the field. With this consideration in mind, a new spectrum management architecture was proposed in this paper. In this architecture, the SDR hardware and software are certified separately so as not to destroy the SDR flexibility, but to ensure that any combinations of hardware and software are compliant to the radio regulations. This architecture is based on the ACU, built-in GPS receiver, and RSM. The ACU is a hardware embedded RF manager that dynamically controls the output power spectrum to be compliant to the local radio regulation parameters. This local radio regulation parameters are securely downloaded to the hardware as an electronic label of the SDR software and stored in the RSM which is a security manager of the hardware. The GPS position check is used, especially during roaming, to keep the compliancy of the terminal to each local radio regulations managed by the geographical region. The principle parties involved in this architecture are the TCB, SDR HW maker, SDR SW maker, and SDR user. The roles and relationships of these four parties in the proposed architecture, particularly the certification procedures in the TCB, were clarified.
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